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Abstract. We introduce a meshing method which uses an advancing front Delaunay algorithm. 
The presented Delaunay technique avoids the need for a temporary tetrahedralization of the con
vex hull and a later following segmentation step which is typical for commonly used methods. 
The algorithm is suitable for local regridding applications. This is an important issue for ele
ment quality improvements and for moving grid situations occurring in semiconductor process 
simulation. 
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1 Introduction 

Mesh generation is known to play the critical role in semiconductor device and process simulation. The stiff 
and highly nonlinear equations governing the behavior of a semiconductor device and the moving boundary 
and interface situation during oxidation in process simulation require a powerful and efficient meshing tool. 
A stable Delaunay tetrahedralization of the complex structures with multiple thin layers and extreme ratios 
between smallest and largest feature sizes is a necessary step to achieve good convergence with the typically 
used Box Integration method. The suitability for efficient local regridding is important to remove sliver 
Delaunay elements and to cope with grid deformations due to moving boundaries and interfaces. 

The presented meshing algorithm consists of a Delaunay tetrahedralization and a surface preprocessor. The 
tetrahedralization module uses a modified advancing front technique. It is provided with the initial front by 
the surface preprocessor. The employed method differs from the original advancing front technique, because 
it does not place the grid nodes during the proceeding of the front. The grid nodes are known and fixed 
at this time. They are derived in several ways. They can be part of the input data to force desired nodes 
into the mesh but mostly they are generated through a quality improvement loop discussed in Section 4 
(Steiner Points). The modified advancing front technique offers some advantages. The tetrahedralization of 
the convex hull of the vertices and grid nodes is at no time needed. Thus, the meshing can be efficiently 
restricted to the domain to be meshed. This can considerably save computation time for extremely non
convex structures. It also means that grid nodes outside of the meshed domain never affect the meshing 
procedure. Thus, grid nodes could be placed independently without having to take care that all of them are 
always inside of the structure. 

2 Surface Preprocessing 

Certain modifications of the polygonal surface description of the three-dimensional structure are required 
prior to the actual meshing procedure. The volume decomposition performed by the tetrahedralization 
module uses a modified advancing front algorithm. The adapted surface description of the geometry provides 
the initial front. The Constrained Delaunay triangulation is not a straightforward matter in three dimensions 
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and remains an open problem. In one way or the other it becomes necessary to transform the surface to 
be contained in a Conforming Delaunay tetrahedralization. A non-planar Delaunay surface triangulation 
of the geometry is desired which will be part of the later generated, geometry conforming Delaunay mesh. 
In Section 3 it will become clear why the preprocessing of the surface is in fact necessary to restrict the 
tetrahedralization to the interior of the domain to be meshed. 

A general polygonal description of the boundary and interfaces is the given input. After triangulating each 
polygon the triangles of the resulting surface triangulation are required to fulfill the following Delaunay 
criteria: 

Property 1: Let D be a finite set of points in a sub-domain nn of then-dimensional space Rn. Two points 
di and dj are connected by a Delaunay edge e if and only if there exists a point x E nn which is equally 
close to di and dj and closer to di, dj than to any other dk E nn. 

x E nn /\ 
llx - dill = llx - dill /\ 
llx - dill< llx - dkll V k =/: i,j 

Property 2: Let D be a finite set of points in a sub-domain nn of the n-dimensional space Rn. Three 
non-collinear points di, di and dk form a Delaunay triangle t if and only if there exists a point x E nn 
which is equally close to di, di and dk and closer to di, dj, dk than to any other dm E nn. 

x E nn /\ 
llx - dill= llx - dill= llx - dkll /\ 
Jjx - dill < !Ix - dmll V m =/: i,j, k 

We use a set of heuristics to obtain such a triangulation. However, the applied techniques may fail to produce 
surface triangles that fulfill these criteria in cases where structural edges form extremely sharp angles. For 
example, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the given and the adapted surface triangulation respectively. In Fig. 10 the 
surface triangles that fail the criterion are shown. Ideally, the number of such "false" surface triangles is 
very small or zero. Then, it will not have an impact on the overall performance to calculate the intersection 
between the Delaunay tetrahedra and the "false" surface triangles during the tetrahedralization process 
described in Section 3. In such a way, one can still restrict the tetrahedralization to the interior of the 
desired domain. 

The following techniques are involved to adapt the surface triangulation: 

• Applying local transformations to surface elements, like edge swapping between almost planar surface 
triangles. A feature edge parameter is used to determine structural edges that should not be swapped. 
This parameter affects the degree as to how much the original geometry is allowed to be transformed. 

• Refining structural edges by point projection or bisection. 

• Refining edges which are formed by more than two adjacent triangles. 

• Refining triangles by point projection. 

3 Modified Advancing Front Algorithm 

The generated Delaunay triangles representing the boundaries and interf~ces form an oriented initial front. 
These triangles can be imagined as seeds which are inserted into a queue to "grow" tetrahedra. At the start, 
the algorithm needs a non-empty queue. It does not require the queue to hold all surface triangles. One 
triangle per enclosed segment is sufficient. The surface triangulation has two purposes: 
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1. Provide the initial front for the advancing front algorithm to start with (One triangle per segment is 
enough and can be seen as a front) 

2. Provide a border for the advancing front algorithm which cannot be passed. 

The triangles of the initial front and all later generated triangles of the advancing front have a well defined 
orientation depending on the order of their vertices. They "face" the half-space to which their normal vector 
points. Given a seed triangle (taken from the queue) a tetrahedron is attached which contains a fourth point 
that has a positive distance to the triangle relative to the normal vector. In other words, the tetrahedron will 
only be attached to that side of the triangle which faces the half-space to which the normal vector points. 
In this way, one can distinguish a "front side" and a "back side" of each triangle. 

Figure 1: The triangle to which the next tetrahedron is attached is shaded. 

Repeatedly attaching tetrahedra to the front sides of the triangles of the queue, removing them from the 
queue when they have been processed, and inserting newly generated triangles into the queue leads to a 
growth process of tetrahedra (Fig. 1). Note, that the triangles of the queue form the advancing front at 
all times. It advances when a new tetrahedron (attached to a triangle which is removed from the queue) 
results in new triangles which are inserted into the queue. Generally, a created tetrahedron can produce 
any number between 0 and 3 new triangles. At the start of the tetrahedralization process with the given 
seed triangles each created tetrahedron will more likely produce 3 new triangles and the queue will increase 
its size rapidly. Later on, the advancing front will close in and merge with itself or parts of the surface 
triangulation. A tetrahedron consists of n new triangles, (3 - n) previously generated triangles, and the 
triangle to which it is attached. The (3 - n) previously generated triangles must have been previously 
inserted into the queue or belong to the initial surface triangulation. They are part of the advancing front. 
When they are encountered during the creation of a new tetrahedron, they are removed from the queue and 
the advancing front is stopped. (The front cannot pass through the boundary or itself.) In such cases the 
creation of the tetrahedron results in a decrease of the size of the queue. When the queue is empty and all 
its triangles have merged with each other, the tetrahedralization process is finished. 

In the described manner a segment of the input domain is "filled" with tetrahedra, if there exists at least 
one seed triangle which has a normal vector that points into the volume of the segment. Another way of 
imagining the meshing process is to substitute the tetrahedra with "water" and the closed boundary with 
a watertight container. At the location of the seed triangles water will be poured into the container. The 
surface of the water as it fills the container is the advancing front. (The "false" surface triangles mentioned 
in the last section form leaks, which make an intersection test necessary.) 

The following questions arise: 

1. What degree of freedom does the algorithm have to choose a tetrahedron to be attached to a triangle 
of the queue ? What kind of tetrahedron will be chosen ? 

2. How is it guaranteed that the advancing front does not pass through itself or the given boundary 
triangulation ? (How is it guaranteed that "water does not spill outside of the container" ?) 

3. How is it guaranteed that no part of the domain remains untetrahedrized ? 
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First, consider that during the time instance when a triangle is taken from the queue and processed (it will be 
called the current "base triangle") the grid nodes are known and fixed. Second, consider that for a fixed point 
set the Delaunay triangulation is well defined. To see the answers to the above questions let us first assume 
that the Delaunay triangulation is unique. Given a fixed grid node distribution and an oriented triangle 
only one grid node can complement the triangle to form a valid Delaunay tetrahedron to be attached to the 
triangle's front side. The meshing algorithm will choose to create exactly this tetrahedron. It is intrinsically 
not able to create any non-Delaunay tetrahedra. Below will be explained in detail how the fourth vertex 
which forms the only possible correct Delaunay tetrahedron is determined. To answer the second question 
we will show that a triangle existence test is sufficient to avoid cases where the advancing front generates 
loops or passes through borders. Such a test whether or not an identical triangle already exists is easy to 
implement and does not cost performance. 

Assertion 1: Under the assumption of a unique Delaunay triangulation any arbitrary Delaunay triangle 
must be present within the triangulation. (There exists no Delaunay triangle which is not part of 
the triangulation. If one or more such triangles would exist the Delaunay triangulation would not be 
unique.) Given the facts that the algorithm only produces Delaunay tetrahedra and the advancing 
front separates the tetrahedrized domain from the untetrahedrized domain, it follows that at all times 
the advancing front consists entirely of Delaunay triangles. Assume that one part of the advancing 
front passed through another part of the advancing front. Then, part of the front must be located 
in the interior of a tetrahedrized region. Since the front consists of Delaunay triangles they must be 
part of the tetrahedralization. Hence, during the tetrahedralization Delaunay triangles must have been 
produced where identical copies already existed as part of the front. 

Also, the triangle existence test guarantees that the algorithm terminates. Since no Delaunay triangles are 
generated more than once and the overall number of Delaunay triangles t in a Delaunay triangulation is 
finite, the algorithm terminates after at most t steps. The answer to the third question is straightforward. 

Assertion 2: Assume that part of the domain remains untetrahedrized and the algorithm has finished 
running. The algorithm may only finish if the queue holding the advancing front is empty. The 
untetrahedrized region must be separated from the tetrahedrized region or the outside of the domain 
by a surface triangulation. First, assume that this triangulation consists of at least one triangle that 
is part of a tetrahedron and was generated during the tetrahedralization process. Then, this triangle 
must have been inserted into the queue. It can be attached to at most one tetrahedron being at the 
border of the tetrahedrized region towards the untetrahedrized region. Since it would have only been 
removed from the queue if a second tetrahedron would have been attached to it, the queue cannot 
be empty and the algorithm cannot not have finished. Second, assume the the triangulation does not 
contain triangles produced during the tetrahedralization. Then, it must entirely consist of triangles 
present in the given boundary and interface triangulation. Since it is a closed region, the boundaries 
and interfaces define a segment. Under the requirement that at least one boundary or interface triangle 
per segment was inserted into the queue the algorithm cannot yet have finished running. 

We will now describe how the fourth vertex is determined which completes the given base triangle to yield 
a Delaunay tetrahedron. The advancing front holds Delaunay triangles, hence any base triangle satisfies the 
Delaunay criterion. A local region around the base triangle is examined to find the correct fourth point. The 
border of this region is defined by a sphere containing the circumcircle of the base triangle. The radius of the 
sphere will be increased as long as the sphere does not contain other points. For an easier understanding you 
may imagine the circumcircle of the base triangle to be a ring which was dipped in soap water and the sphere 
to be the soap bubble of which its size is blown up. It is evident that one sphere must exist which does not 
hold any other points due to the Delaunay property of the base triangle. In fact, the way the region around 
the base triangle is examined closely resembles the Delaunay property. The size of the sphere is increased 
so that exactly one other point (than the three points of the base triangle) is located on the perimeter of 
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the sphere. This point is the seeked fourth vertex of the tetrahedron. It is evident that the tetrahedron 
must satisfy the Delaunay property, because its circumsphere does not contain any other point. For one base 
triangle two spheres exist that correspond to a tetrahedron on each side. The algorithm will only attach a 
tetrahedron to the front side of the base triangle as previously explained. It will therefore increase the size 
of the sphere in this manner that the positive normal distance >. between the center M of the sphere and 
the base triangle is increased. The normal distance can be negative (H denotes the circumcenter of the base 
triangle and n its unit length normal vector.): 

The time complexity (Fig. 3) of the algorithm depends heavily on the point location method. We implemented 
a fast point bucket octree which provides us with a recursive search function for arbitrary rectangular search 
regions parallel to the bounding box. Fig. 2 shows the two-dimensional analogy. 
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Figure 2: Point location within a given search region. 
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The sphere defining the search region always fits into a cube which is parallel to the bounding box. The 
gradual increase of the size of the search region does not cost extra performance: If the sphere is too small 
no points will be located inside the search region and the effort of traversing the octree is minimal. The 
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Figure 3: Performance on an HP 9000-735/100 for random point clouds 
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case when exactly one point (the fourth vertex of the tetrahedron) is found is ideal. Usually, The search 
region will contain several points. In such a case the size of the sphere defining the search region will not be 
reduced until only a single point is contained. Instead, Ai will be computed from Mi which is the center of 
the sphere defined by the point Pi and the base triangle. The point Pj with minimal Aj is the correct fourth 
vertex of the tetrahedron. The octree search and the minimizing of .A (>.-criterion) introduces the logarithm 
into the overall time complexity O(n log n) where n is the number of tetrahedra. The scope of the possible 
>. values is numerically a delicate matter. 
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Figure 4: Scope of the >. values (2D analogy) . 

For a robust implementation additional geometric tests (like an in-sphere-test) are required. Fig. 4 shows 
the two-dimensional analogy: The normal distance of a point P to the plane containing the base triangle 
(in two dimensions the "base edge") is d. Fig. 4 shows a point P1 with d = 0 and a point P2 with a positive 
d (on the front side of the base edge). Starting from the base edge the algorithm has to determine which 
of the two points P1 and P2 is the correct point with which to create a triangle (two-dimensional analogy). 
The correct triangle is drawn with dashed lines. The various possible geometric locations of a point are 
illustrated with their corresponding .A values. The location of points with >. = 0 is denoted by the dashed 
circle. The point P1 is on a numerical critical location: 

lim .Ap1 =+co 
d-+O+ 

So far, we assumed that the Delaunay triangulation is unique. We remove this restriction to allow an 
arbitrary positioning of grid nodes. In a practical meshing application any restriction on the placement 
of grid nodes, e.g. to avoid degenerate Delaunay cases, would not be feasible. Therefore, we discuss the 
following cases, which represent the ambiguity of the Delaunay triangulation: 

Cospherical point set: More than four points are located on the perimeter of a sphere and no points are 
inside the sphere. 

Cocircular point set: More than three points are located on a circle in three dimensions and no points 
are inside the circle in the plane spanned by the circle. 

U ntetrahedrizable cavity: A surface triangulation of a cospherical point set consisting of Delaunay tri
angles that form an untetrahedrizable polyhedron. 

Note that cocircular point sets are more complex to deal with than cospherical point sets. Indeed, a cocircular 
point set generally implies two neighboring cospherical point sets! Under exact arithmetics these cases result 
in a compound of points Pc,i with identical Ac· We developed an approach which takes both the topography 
as well as the at the moment existing topology into account. The robust implementation under finite precision 
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arithmetics detects these compounds Pc,i and processes them separately (See Section 3.1). Special topology 
checks are an important factor in maintaining the above stated assertions. 

The cocircular point sets and the untetrahedrizable Delaunay polyhedron merit further discussion. Con
cerning the latter one should distinguish a general untetrahedrizable polyhedron (Schoenhardt polyhedron, 
twisted prism [3]) and an untetrahedrizable cavity formed by Delaunay triangles. The modified advancing 
front algorithm will not create or encounter the general non-Delaunay twisted prism case. This follows di
rectly from the fact that the advancing front consists of Delaunay triangles only. Thus, such a case may only 
occur if the input structure forms a Schoenhardt polyhedron. It will be transformed or refined by the surface 
preprocessor, because the triangles do not fulfill the Delaunay criterion. The question remains how to deal 
with the Delaunay twisted prism case. The points of such a cavity /polyhedron must form a cospherical point 
set: 

Assertion 3: The Delaunay triangulation of any point set as the dual of the Voronoi diagram must exist. 
Assuming a point set with a unique Delaunay triangulation (no cospherical point set), a Delaunay 
triangle composed of any three points from the set must be contained in the triangulation. Thus, it 
is not possible to form an untetrahedrizable pocket with a subset of the Delaunay triangles from the 
triangulation. 

If such a polyhedron evolves in the interior of the mesh during the tetrahedralization process, the surface of 
the polyhedron is not imperative. The algorithm is allowed to modify the Delaunay triangles that form the 
polyhedron in a local regridding step. In Section 4 the interesting fact is shown that cocircular point sets, 
the untetrahedrizable Delaunay polyhedron, and a special type of sliver can all be treated in a similar way. 

Finally, Fig. 11, Fig. 12, and Fig. 13 show snapshots of the advancing front, the tetrahedra growth process, 
and the final mesh. 

3.1 Degenerate Point Sets - Numerical Aspects 

Given a set of points Pc,i with Ac the original algorithm results in overlapping tetrahedra and crossed edges 
(Fig. 5). A valid tessellation "cuts" the geometry in such pieces that the union of all pieces yields exactly 
the geometry. Theoretically, minimizing >. (>.-criterion) suffices to produce a valid tessellation if no such 
point sets Pc,i exist. Practically, this is not even the case for such a unique Delaunay triangulation due to 
finite precision arithmetics: The strict adherence to the >.-criterion may force the generation of overlapping 
elements like in Fig. 5. Problems due to finite precision arithmetics and due to degenerate point sets are 
thus closely related. 

If one wants to avoid the costly implementation of infinite precision algorithms, one cannot rely on a solution 
for exactly cospherical points Pc.i, but has to detect and treat "nearly" cospherical points Pc,i with corre
sponding >-c,i· This is a crucial task and cannot be achieved by a simple epsilon region (.Ac,i E [.Amin, Amin+c:]). 
Inconsistencies due to points that lie close to the border of an epsilon region would be inherent. Numerically 
they might appear at one time inside of the epsilon region and at another time outside of it. Therefore, 
an adaptive epsilon region has been implemented: Ac,i E {.A1, >.2, ... , Ai, . .. , An} where .A1 = Amin and 
>.; ::; A;+1 and .Ai+l - Ai ::; c and >-n+l - An > c. Also, consider Fig. 6 where the indicated point belongs to 
an epsilon-region but does not belong to a set of cospherical points. 

The solution is to treat the points Pc,i as an isolated triangulation sub-problem in "one-step" . The imple
mented triangulation technique can be combined with the overall advancing front algorithm. Let us first 
explain the ideal case of exactly cospherical points Pc,i· The local boundary of the point set is convex 
(See Fig. 5-d, Convex LSPB). The special triangulation of this sphere is constructed in the following way: 
Consider a triangulation with a convex boundary. A tetrahedron can be created by linking a point located 
anyy.-here outside the triangulation to any triangle of the boundary that has positive minimum distance to 
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Figure 5: (a) Four points on a circle (b) Five points on a circle (c) Six points on a circle (d) 
The Convex Local Sphere Boundary (LSPB) (2-d analogy) 

Figure 6: Almost cospherical points inside an epsilon-region 

that point. Regardless of which triangle of the boundary (with positive minimum distance) is taken the 
created tetrahedron cannot penetrate the existing triangulation. If this single point is not only linked to 
one triangle, but to all triangles of the convex boundary that have positive minimum distance to the point, 
the result is again a triangulation with a convex boundary. The triangulation can be expanded point after 
point, while keeping the temporary boundary convex. If the points are located on the perimeter of a sphere, 
the order of the points does not matter. Any point will be outside of the triangulation of the other points. 
Also, any triangulation of such points will be a Delaunay triangulation. Thus, the convex LSPB can be 
triangulated in this way with a slightly altered advancing front algorithm: Starting with a base triangle a 
fourth point from the set of cospherical points is chosen to generate a tetrahedron. The first tetrahedron 
of the sphere forms a temporary convex boundary to which the other points of the sphere are added one 
after another. The temporary boundary is kept convex by "looking back" from each fourth point of the 
last generated tetrahedron to link it to all triangles with a positive minimum distance and thereby creating 
several tetrahedra in one step. Once the LSPB is completely triangulated, the "looking back" algorithm 
becomes unnecessary and it is returned to the normal tetrahedra growth process. Note that "looking back" 
and checking the minimum distance to the triangles is only required for triangles which belong to the trian
gulation of the LSPB. In fact, we use a temporary second queue for the advancing front within the sphere. 
Therefore, we have to examine only a very small number of triangles to determine their minimum distance 
to the current fourth point. 

The algorithm is generalized to triangulate the points Pc,i which may not be located on the perimeter of a 
sphere and which may not have a convex Delaunay boundary. The >.-criterion is checked for every generated 
tetrahedron. If it is not fulfilled by a small epsilon, the tetrahedron will not be created. The temporary 
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boundary to which the points Pc,i are added may contain non-convex regions which are specially marked. If 
a point is being linked to all triangles with positive minimum distance such marked triangles are excluded. 

4 Local Regridding 

The grid nodes are placed during an iterative mesh improvement loop (Steiner Points). It is also possible to 
force grid nodes into the mesh by providing the algorithm with a set of previously generated grid nodes. If 
an initial grid node distribution is desired, it is fairly easy to produce one. No restrictions on the location 
of grid nodes exist of any sort. They can be arbitrarily positioned and no care has to be taken that e.g. 
they are located interior of the structures. Starting with either no interior grid nodes or with a previously 
generated grid node distribution the initial mesh is constructed. The resulting elements will be too coarse. 
Also, a Delaunay tetrahedralization commonly contains elements with undesirable shape. Additional element 
quality measures become necessary to avoid such slivers, caps, or needles [3]. 

These measures, reflecting not only the shape of the elements but also the desired mesh density, are applied 
to the initial mesh. The basis for such adaptations is an efficient local regridding technique. This is straight
forward due to the modified advancing front algorithm. The local removal of tetrahedra is the reverse process 
to the growth process. It results in a front surrounding the region to be regridded. 

1. If desired, insertion of new grid nodes by updating the topology and thereby creating possibly bad or 
non-Delaunay tetrahedra. 

2. Recursive deletion of bad elements (Delaunay and other measures) starting with elements connected 
to the inserted nodes or connected to nodes which will be removed. This is the reverse growth process. 

3. Re-processing the local surrounding surface of the cavity with the modified advancing front method. 

Fig. 7 shows a two-dimensional example where the circumcenter of a triangle [1) is inserted and local regrid
ding is performed. 

Figure 7: Steiner Point insertion for a bad element. The removal of non-Delaunay elements 
(gap) is concluded by local regridding. 

It has to be noted that this refinement method is suitable for the removal of caps and needles in three 
dimensions. However, it is not apt for the removal of slivers [4]. This follows from the fact that slivers do 
not exhibit extreme ratios between the length of their edges. Often, such sliver tetrahedra (the four points 
are located close to the equator of the circumsphere) are formed with four points from a subset of Pc,i· 
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Such sliver elements can be treated in the same manner as cocircular point sets and the untetrahedrizable 
Delaunay polyhedron (as already stated in Section 3). This rather interesting interpretation can be seen as 
follows: 

• Imagine a Delaunay twisted prism and the convex hull of its vertices. The gap between this polyhedron 
and the convex hull can precisely be filled with slivers. Consider the case of an untetrahedrizable 
twisted prism with a triangle as top and bottom face. The conjunction of the surrounding mesh, the 
tetrahedralization of the convex hull of the vertices of the untetrahedrizable cavity, and three additional 
sliver elements of negative volume are equivalent to the correct mesh. 

• A triangulated cocircular point set consisting of four points and four different overlapping triangles 
can be interpreted as one sliver tetrahedron with zero volume. 

• A "normal" sliver tetrahedron has a positive volume which is comparatively small. 

In all cases local transformations [2] to swap faces and their attached tetrahedra is the suggested method to 
remove these slivers. For the example of a sliver with a small positive volume the face swapping technique 
modifies the local connectivity between the neighboring elements in such a way that the sliver element can 
be removed without leaving a gap. The number of elements changes during face swapping from 3 to 2. Note 
that such transformations preserve the Delaunay property only in cases where the elements are formed by 
point sets Pc,i which have a non-unique Delaunay triangulation. 

5 Conclusion 

We have presented a Delaunay approach that avoids the triangulation of the entire convex hull. It has a close 
relationship with advancing front techniques. Among the advantages are better performance if the domain 
to be meshed is much smaller than the convex hull. It is also very well suited for local regridding and for 
complex structures which are rigorously "filled" with tetrahedra during the growth process. The meshing 
process can nicely be visualized with snapshots of the advancing front. The meshing concept is open to any 
additional quality measures. The solution for degenerate cases like cospherical point sets has been discussed. 
The heuristics of the surface preprocessor could be improved to avoid additional intersection tests. 
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Figure 8: Original surface triangulation 

Figure 9: Adapted surface triangulation 
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Figure 10: Non-Delaunay surface triangles 
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Figure 11: The emerging mesh of a hand ( 4344 elements) . 

Figure 12: The tetrahedra growth process. 

Figure 13: Mesh with 6558 elements after a single adaptation step. 
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